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Goal 

The initial goal of this project was to create a system for automating the buying and selling of items on a 

public market.  Rather than use real markets and real money, I decided to cut my teeth on the in-game 

market found in the MMORPG called The Kingdom of Loathing. 

Specifically, I wanted the tool to pull historical data from two different sources and display the data in a 

useful way.  Then I wanted to pick a single item and set up a buying trigger that could run continuously, 

buying the specified item when the price is low enough. 

Dashboard Layout 

 

The layout above illustrates how the dashboard is set up.  Starting at the top, the login button will 

initiate the log in sequence at the game site.  Once logged in, Inventory Qty, Store Qty, Store Price, and 

Current Mall Pricing can all be updated by clicking the refresh button that looks like .  

The graph depicting the last 30 days of pricing is based on data obtained from items.ofloathing.org.  This 

data can be updated from the dashboard.  Also, another pricing database is housed at kol.coldfront.org, 

which provides another set of data that can be used to setting up the buying trigger. 



Finally at the bottom, the buying trigger parameters need to be input based on the evaluation of the 

historical data provided.  The simplest analysis involves setting the buy price some price lower than the 

15 day median price and buying a sufficient quantity to ensure a profit upon resell. 

Login 

Form  

 

The form above prompts the user to input his/her username and password.  This data is held only 

temporarily for security reasons.  

Local Query’s 

 

Due to the way the website authentication is set up, direct web queries were not possible.  As a work-

around, once logged in, the vba is programmed to save a local copy of the HTML file and the web query 

actually references this local HTML instead of the live website.  One hiccup I came across involves the 

HTML having a line that checks to ensure that it is running in a frame.  I had to parse out that line of 

code prior to initiating the query. 



Items 

Inventory / Store Data 

 

 

As described in the previous section, local queries were used to pull the user’s inventory.  The inventory 

was actually located on 3 different pages, each one requiring a separate web query.  Once all of the data 

was together on the spreadsheet, various parsing had to be done to remove non-required information 

from the inventory list.  This code is referenced below. 

Once the data was cleanly parsed and contained in a named range, the dashboard could effectively 

reference this information with the following vlookup formula.  

=IF(ISERROR(VLOOKUP(B3,InventoryRange,2,0))=TRUE,"",VLOOKUP(B3,InventoryRange,2,0)) 

  



Decision Making Tools 

ofLoathing Historical Costs 

 

One set of historical costs was housed at the site above.  When refreshing the data, the system had to 

utilize the search box and couldn’t just go to a specific URL.  The system would then click on the ‘1 Year’ 

link to get an appropriately large data set.  As mentioned before, this html was saved locally and a web 

query was used to import the data.  After parsing, the data was used to provide the dashboard analysis 

and graph. 

 

  



ColdFront Market Data 

The next source of historical costs was from kol.coldfront.org.  Pulling data from this site was much 

more straightforward.  A simple web query could be used and minimal parsing was required after the 

fact. 

 

Current Mall Pricing 

While the two previous historical price lists only needed to be updated daily, the current mall pricing 

was in constant need of updating.  This critical information played a major role in the user’s ability to 

effectively make buying decisions.   



 

 

Buying Trigger 

Limits 

The most technically challenging part of the project involved programming the system to buy items 

according to the user’s specified parameters.  This was especially difficult because, as seen in the graphic 

above, many sellers limit the quantity/per day available to each player.  Once the limit has been 

reached, the player may no longer buy from this seller.  This was difficult because once the limit was 

reached, the links to buy were still available, and the only way to tell if the limit had been met was to 

evaluate the color of the text.  If the text was greyed out, then the store needed to be skipped in the 

buying routine.  The logic below was used to asses each store and determine how much should be 

purchased. 

                If TempLimit < Qty And TempStock > Qty And Not GreyedOut = True Then 

                If TempLimit = 999999 And TempStock < Qty Then 

                If TempLimit < Qty And TempStock < Qty And Not GreyedOut = True Then 

                If TempLimit = 999999 And TempStock > Qty Then 

If the purchase passed one of the conditions below, then the purchase was made, and logged for future 

reference. 

  



Ownership Cap 

Finally, the last thing that I wanted to happen was for the user to accidently purchase more than was 

intended.  For that reason, I created an ownership cap parameter.  After each time through the ‘buy 

trigger loop’, the system would update the user’s inventory and check to make sure that the ownership 

cap had not yet been reached. 

 

 

Conclusion 

This project ended up working out better than I had expected.  There were a number of tricky issues to 

work through along the way.  I learned more about HTML, Frames, and Web Queries in the last few 

weeks than ever before.  If I have the time, I want to add a “Selling Trigger” so that I can set the buy limit 

and the sell limit and then let the system loop all day, buying and selling items as asking price fluctuates.   

 


